
My wife and I moved back and built a home on a small farm in Lewis County My wife and I moved back and built a home on a small farm in Lewis County 
on the Buffalo River a few year ago. The farm has been in my family since on the Buffalo River a few year ago. The farm has been in my family since 
1889, and we have 10 head of livestock. As a boy growing up here, I helped 1889, and we have 10 head of livestock. As a boy growing up here, I helped 
my father raise feeder steers  on our farm and another farm we owned.  I my father raise feeder steers  on our farm and another farm we owned.  I 
also helped neighbors with hay and grain harvests. We sold our 543 acre also helped neighbors with hay and grain harvests. We sold our 543 acre 
Kentucky farm last year where we double cropped wheat, corn and soybeans Kentucky farm last year where we double cropped wheat, corn and soybeans 
in conjunction with a larger farmer and sold selectively harvested timber.  in conjunction with a larger farmer and sold selectively harvested timber.  
With this experience, I have gained an understanding of the USDA, FSA and With this experience, I have gained an understanding of the USDA, FSA and 
conservation programs.  I’m familiar with the importance of the Farm Bill and conservation programs.  I’m familiar with the importance of the Farm Bill and 
the State Agricultural Program to assist farmers and make sure they can feed the State Agricultural Program to assist farmers and make sure they can feed 
their families and insure we have stable, low-cost food supplies on the tables of their families and insure we have stable, low-cost food supplies on the tables of 
our citizens.our citizens.
  I have been a proud member of the Kentucky and Tennessee Farm   I have been a proud member of the Kentucky and Tennessee Farm 
Bureaus for many years.  I believe in the Tennessee Farm Bureau philosophy Bureaus for many years.  I believe in the Tennessee Farm Bureau philosophy 
for Christian values and good business principles in farming,  which is a mirror for Christian values and good business principles in farming,  which is a mirror 
of my own philosophy in life and business.  Because of the American farmer, of my own philosophy in life and business.  Because of the American farmer, 
there is a plentiful supply of vegetables, meats, breads etc. in our grocery stores.  there is a plentiful supply of vegetables, meats, breads etc. in our grocery stores.  
We have a very efficient system which allows food to be priced at reasonable We have a very efficient system which allows food to be priced at reasonable 
costs,  much cheaper than in other countries.  The COVID-19 crisis has costs,  much cheaper than in other countries.  The COVID-19 crisis has 
caused some temporary disruptions of certain food products and supplies at caused some temporary disruptions of certain food products and supplies at 
times.  This should be used as a teaching moment for all of us  so that we do times.  This should be used as a teaching moment for all of us  so that we do 
not take our American farmers and farm produced food supplies for granted.   not take our American farmers and farm produced food supplies for granted.   
Sometimes we don’t appreciate what we have until it is gone.  Prayerfully, this is Sometimes we don’t appreciate what we have until it is gone.  Prayerfully, this is 
only a temporary inconvenience, and we will  get back to normal supplies.only a temporary inconvenience, and we will  get back to normal supplies.

“Why do we need farmers when we can just go to Kroger and buy our food?” “Why do we need farmers when we can just go to Kroger and buy our food?” 
This question circulating the internet sheds light on the disconnect between This question circulating the internet sheds light on the disconnect between 
cropland and the people. I believe small scale farming is the bridge that closes cropland and the people. I believe small scale farming is the bridge that closes 
that gap and reconnects consumers to the source, the land.that gap and reconnects consumers to the source, the land.


